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Preface 

This.is a boo. k about what it means to be Nobody in twenty

firsr.,,.century America. 

. .. To-be Nobody is to be vulnerable. :In the most basic sense, 

.all of us are,vulner,ible; to be human is to be susceptible to misfor:

tune. violence) illness, and deatp. The role of government, however, 

: is to offer forms· of protec~on that enhance .our lives· and shield our 

· bodies from-foreseeableand preventable dangers:.Unfo~µnately,.for 

'. many .citi~ns-par.ticularly those marked as poor, Black, Brown. 

::J.mmigrant,.queer, or-trans-,-State.·power1has only inGreased their 

·=Vulnerability, m.alcihg. theit lives more rather than less. unsafe. 

To he Nobody is tobe subject to St~te<viplence. ln recent years, 

thousands.of Americans have died at the hands oflaw enforcement, 

: :a .reality. made even ,more shameful when we consider how many. of 

',th~se victims were young, poor, mentally ill. Black, · or unarmed. 

/fhe .cases of Mich~el Brown in Ferguson, Missouri; _Eric · Garner 
1:in-New York Qty;,.Xathryn Johnston in Atlanta; Trayvon Martin 

· in Sanford, _Florida;_ Freddie ,Gray il!, Baltimore; and Sandra ·Bland 

in Hempst(!adi Texas, have,.forced a. stubborn nation .to .come .to 
terms with, the realities of police corruption, brutality •. and deeply 
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entrenched racism. While media coverage and global activism ha: 

turned these individuals into household names, they are not, sa~ 

exceptional. Instead, they represent the countless Americans wl;_ 
die daily, and unnecessar:ily, at the hands· of those who are paiiJ 
protect and serve them. 

To be Nobody is to also confront systemic forms of State vi_ 

lence. Long before he was standing in front of the barrel of Da.q: 

\Vilson's gun, Michael Brown was the victim of broken schools; 

evaporated labor markets. Prior to being choked to death by Da ·· .. 

Pantaleo, Eric yarner lived in a con1munity terrorized by p<>} 
ing practices that transform neighborhoods into occupied terr,ito · 

and citizens into enemy combatants. Sandra Bland's tragic deatlij 

quence did not begin with a negligent jailer or an unreasonabl~ -~ 

but with a-crim..inaljustice system that has· consistently neglecte'~

emotional, physical, and psychological well-being of Black wo · 

and girls .. For the vulnerable, it is the violence of the ordina!)'l; 

terrorism of the quotidian, the injustice of the everyday, that· · 

duces the most profound and intractable social misery, 

To be Nobody is to be abandoned by the State. For deca.desA 

we have witnessed a radical transformation in the role and fune' 

of government in America. An obsession with. free-market \ 

and culture has led the pol~tical class to craft policies that proi 

private interests over the · public good. As -a · result, our, sdt. 

our criminal justice system, our military; our police departmf 

our public policy, and virtually every 'other entity engineer · 

protect life and enhance prosperity have been at least partiall1 

located to the private sector. At the same time, the private s~ 

has kept its natural commitm~nt to maximizing profits rather' 

investing in people. This ~rrangement hasleft the nation's vu 

:Ible wedged betwe·en the Scylla of negligent· government an" 
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Charybdis of corporate greed, trapped in a historically unprece

dented state of precarity. 

To be Nobody is to be considered disposable. In New Orb

.ans, we saw the natural disaster of Hurricane Katrina followed by a 

grossly unnatural government response, one that killed thousands of 

,vulnerable citizens and consigned many more to refugee status. In 

Flint, Michigan. _we are witnessing this young century's most pro-

: found illustration of civic evil, an entire city collectively punished 

, with lead-poisoned water for the crime of being poor, Black, and 

;;politically disempowered. Every day, the nation's homeless, mentally 

\·ill. drug addicted, and poor are pushed out of institutions of support 

· af!d reloca~ed. to jails and prisons. These conditions reflect a prevail

ipg belief that the vulnerable are unworthy of investment, protec

{iion~ or e:ven the most fundamental provisions of the social contract. 

As a -result, they can be erased; abandoned, and even left to die. 

Without question, NoJ;,odyness is largely indebted to race, as 

; White supremacy is foundational to the American democratic ex

::Periment. The belief that White lives are worth more than others-

/what Princeton University scholar Eddie Glaude calls. the "value 

kiap"-continues to color every aspect'of our public and private hves. 1 

f:This belief likewise compromises the lives of vulnerable White cit

(j;iens, many of whom. support political movements and policies that 

{~lose ranks aroun«:l Whi;~riess rather than ones that enhance their 

=-own social and economic interests. 

While Nobodyness is strongly tethered to race, it cannot be 

: divorced from other forms of social injustice .. Instead, it must be 

j i4nderstood through the lens of ''intersectionality/' the ways that 

1:,wultiple forms of oppression operate simultaneously against the vul

i nerable. 2 lt w.ould be impossible to examine the 2015 killing ofMya 

\Hall by National Security Agency police without understanding 
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how sexism and transphobia conspire with structural racism toe_ 

-danger Black trans bodies. We cannot make sense of Sandra Bl~d. 

tragic death without recognizing the impact of gender ·and pover~· 

in shaping the current carceral state. To understand the complexi;, 

of oppression, we must avoid simple solutions and singular answe 

Despite the centrality of race ·within American life, Nobodyri 

cannot be understood without an•equally thoroug_h analysis·ofd· 

Unlike other forms of difference, cfass creates the material,conditi 

and rcl~f:ions through which rac~m, sexism. and other forms oG 

pression are produced, sustained, <1nd lived. This does not-mean tl 

all forms of• injustice are due to class antagonism, nor-does-it m 

that all forms of domination can be auromatically, fixed through•• 

versa! class struggle, Rather, it means that we cannot begin to.a 

the various forms of oppression experienced, by America's-vuln¢ 

without radicallychanging a system,that defends class at all.costsi' 

This book, is tny attep.ipt to tell the st.ories of .those :ma.rki 

Nobody:· Based on extensive research, as well as my ·time on, 
ground-in Ferguson,, Baltimore, New York,City; Atla.rita,.Hr{ 

stead, Flint, <1nd ·sanfot&-'"""I want to show how the high.-profil,i 

controversial cases of State violence that we've.witnessed .over,d11 

few years-are but-a symptom;of a deeper.American problem__..tl_ 

neath each. case. is .a. more· fuhdamental set of ec0nornic con•· 

political arrangements, ~d power .relations that t~nsforms--·eve 

citizens into casualties of an increasingly intense:war on.the 

able. It is my hope that this book offers an analysis that spotlig 

huma.nity of these f'Nobodies" and itispire{principled action. 
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'ill be talking about what hap

pened in Ferguson. I.t w~·u e mentioned in high:school his~ 

tor:y textbooks" Hollyw od studios will make movies about 

. ,..as.they now make movies out Selma. Pol,iticians will talk about 

It;f~ow · far we, have• come s · · ce Ferguson" in the same way they talk 

foday about how far w have come since Little Rock, Greensboro • 

:/•Ferguson is·tha 

t·:-Butwhy? 

: After ~pf' ~ome, Ferguson isn't as Worthy; as other markers on 

_1e. his tori.fl i timeline of• sociaJ:--justice struggle. And• Ferguson•s 

. 4ichaeLBrown. whose tragic deathin 2014 putthe small 

issouft town on the ·map, Was certainly no traditional hero. He 

f .ttlead .~:'.""ch or,~ve a •~r"."g speech.' He did not challenge 
al apartheid by _refusmg to sit m the back. of a bus~ attemptmg 

lbt ata 'fWHitesohly'~·lupch•counter,· or breaking the color bar..

in a major, professioruu sport: He wrote no -books, starred in no 

1\ties. occupjed'ri,o.e-ndo~rl chair at a major university, and held 

~ lJ6litical office. He was no Jackie Robinson, no Rosa Parks, no 
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